EXTREME SUMMER AND WINTER TEMPERATURES IN THE CZECH LANDS AFTER A.D. 1500 AND THEIR CENTRAL EUROPEAN CONTEXT
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1. Introduction

According to the fourth IPCC report (Solomon et al. 2007) “confidence has increased that some extremes will become more frequent, more widespread and/or more intense during the 21st century”. The anticipated higher frequency of extremes, such as heat waves and droughts, is related to recent global warming (Karl, Easterling 1999; Hegerl et al. 2006). A better insight into the frequency and intensity of such events requires a long and homogeneous meteorological series. Systematic temperature measurements started at several places in Central Europe during the 18th century (Camuffo, Jones 2002; Jones, Briffa 2006). Such long instrumental series have been used to analyze temperature fluctuations and extremes over the period, during which the role of the anthropogenic factor has become progressively more apparent (Solomon et al. 2007). However, direct meteorological measurements are not available for the previous centuries, when temperature variability was driven by only natural forcings.
Temperature variability in the pre-instrumental period may be described in terms of observations of natural proxies (Bradley 1999; Jones et al. 2009). On the other hand, useful information for temperature reconstructions in Central Europe may be found in man-made archives. This comprises various types of direct or indirect information about the weather and climate that have been included in documentary sources such as annals, chronicles, “books of memory” and diaries, visual daily weather observations, correspondence, financial records, newspapers etc. (for more details see e.g. Brázdil et al. 2005, 2010; Pfister et al. 2008; Brázdil, Dobrovolný 2010). Unsurprisingly, much of the documentary evidence often concentrates on extremes (Pfister 1992). Written historical reports usually provide detailed descriptions of a range of weather extremes and climate anomalies that attracted attention forcefully, particularly when compared with “normal” weather. These features, together with a precise temporal resolution, sometimes even to a sub-daily scale, are the prerequisite of documentary evidence for the study of weather extremes and climate anomalies.

Although documentary sources in Central Europe become abundant largely after the 16th century (Pfister et al. 1999), valuable sources have also been found for the later Medieval period, for instance in Germany (Glaser 2008), Switzerland (Pfister 1992), the Low Countries (Shabalova, van Engelen 2003) and the Czech Lands (Brázdil, Kotyza 1995, 2000). The qualitative and descriptive character of much of the documentary data does not prevent its use for quantitative temperature reconstructions after A.D. 1500 (Luterbacher et al. 2004, 2007; Xoplaki et al. 2005; Dobrovolný et al. 2009, 2010; Brázdil et al. 2010) or for the whole millennium (Glaser, Riemann 2009). Documentary evidence has also been used recently to study circulation dynamics for Europe over the past 500 years (Luterbacher et al. 2010), and the results of documentary-based temperature reconstructions have been compared to global circulation model millennium runs (Zorita et al. 2010). Temperature extremes reconstructed from tree-ring maximum late-wood density and from documentary evidence have been compared for Central Europe over the last 500 years by Battipaglia et al. (2010).

This contribution centres upon on investigation of extremely cold/mild winters and cold/warm summers in the Czech Lands over the past 500 years. Extreme seasons were derived from systematic instrumental measurements and from documentary evidence. The data sources are described in the second section. In section three we explain the basic methods used for characterization of extreme seasons. In section four we categorise extreme seasons found in the Czech Lands. Section five discusses these extreme seasons in the Central European context and summarizes the potential of documentary evidence for the study of temperature extremes. The last section includes some concluding remarks.

2. Data

The longest series of air temperature measurements in the Czech Republic come from Prague Klementinum (a former Jesuit college). Systematic measurements started on 1 January 1775, but some previous observations have en-
abled extension of monthly means back to 1771 (Hlaváč 1966). Thermometers were located in the courtyard of the college. Their position changed several times, as indeed did the shape of the court in the course of various reconstructions (for details, see Brázdil, Budíková 1999). The Prague measurements have been influenced by the urban heat island and its intensification. During the 20th century, the effect of heat island caused a statistically significant rise in winter temperatures at a rate of 0.06 °C per decade; the corresponding value for summer temperatures, 0.01 °C per decade, is insignificant (Brázdil, Budíková 1999). The Prague series was tested for relative homogeneity in comparison with ten Central European homogeneous series in the HISTALP database (Auer et al. 2007) and then homogenized (Dobrovolný et al. 2010). Reference temperature series were also corrected for insufficient radiation protection for the early thermometers (Böhme et al. 2010). Winter and summer mean temperature deviations (reference period 1961–1990) for Prague-Klementinum since 1771 were used for further analysis of extremely cold/warm seasons.

Extreme seasons in the pre-instrumental period were derived from Czech documentary evidence, also partly used for quantitative temperature reconstructions (Dobrovolný et al. 2009, 2010). Critically evaluated and interpreted documentary data were first transformed to monthly temperature indices on a seven-degree scale in which an index value of –3 means extremely cold, –2 very cold, –1 cold, 0 normal, +1 warm, +2 very warm, +3 extremely warm patterns. Seasonal indices are constructed as a sum of corresponding monthly values and can vary in the range –9 to +9 (for more details see e.g. Brázdil et al. 2005). Czech temperature indices were derived for the period 1500–1854. However, relevant information for some months or seasons was missing. Thus for the whole period in question (355 years) 318 (90%) DJF and 254 (72%) JJA seasons were indexed. Extremely cold/warm seasons derived from Czech indices were compared with temperature indices from Germany and Switzerland as well as with reconstructed Central European temperature series. Central European temperature series was derived from German, Swiss and Czech indices for the period 1500–1759 and from 11 Central European instrumental series for the period 1760–2007. An important feature of the Central European temperature series with respect to extremes is the fact that the variability of reconstructed winter and summer temperatures does not decrease as one moves backwards in time (Dobrovolný et al. 2010).

3. Methods of analysis

The possibilities for definition of extremes from seasonal temperatures (measured or derived from proxy data) are limited. Classical extreme value analysis uses two basic approaches for extracting extreme data. The block maxima method finds maximum (or minimum) value in intervals of equal length (Katz et al. 2004). An alternative is to define an overall threshold and to consider all peaks over this threshold in a corresponding time interval (von Storch, Zwiers 1999). The character of the data used in this study places “peak over threshold” method before that of “block maxima”. A threshold value is frequently determined as a certain multiple of standard deviation (von Storch, Zwiers 1999). However, where distribution is skewed or when data distribu-
tion deviates significantly from normal, the number of extremes on each tail of the distribution will be different. In such cases percentiles may be used for delimitation of extremes. Figure 1 shows histograms of winter and summer Prague-Klementinum mean temperatures fitted with normal distribution. From Figure 1 and the basic statistics in Table 1, it follows that winter temperatures are negatively skewed while summer temperatures are skewed positively. Significant differences from the normal distribution in each histogram were demonstrated by Shapiro-Wilks test at a significance level of 0.05.

As the Czech index series show the same features as instrumental ones (Table 1), the 5th and the 95th percentiles were used as thresholds to define extremely cold/mild winters and extremely cold/warm summers in both documentary and instrumental data. These percentiles give a reasonable number of cases for subsequent comparison. Because the distribution of index series is derived from discrete values that suppress data variability, different thresholds (e.g. the 10th and the 90th percentiles, not shown) define a much higher number of cases in comparison with measured temperatures. The strip charts in Figure 2 present selected extreme seasons in both data types with respect to distribution in all seasons. All winter seasons in the present article are determined by the year of January (e.g. the 1540 winter is that of 1539/1540).

![Histograms of mean winter (a) and summer (b) temperature anomalies from Prague-Klementinum in the period 1771–2007, fitted with the normal distribution. Reference period 1961–1990.](image)

Fig. 1 – Histograms of mean winter (a) and summer (b) temperature anomalies from Prague-Klementinum in the period 1771–2007, fitted with the normal distribution. Reference period 1961–1990.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>P05</th>
<th>P95</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>skew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJF index</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>−9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJF temperature</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>−7.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>−4.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA index</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>−4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA temperature</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>−2.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1 – Basic statistics of Czech temperature indices (1500–1854) and Prague-Klementinum measured temperatures (1771–2007) for winter and summer seasons (temperatures expressed as anomalies from the 1961–1990 reference period); n – number of values, P05 (P95) – 5th (95th) percentile, sd – standard deviation, skew – skewness. Mean, min, max, P05, P95 and sd are expressed in °C for winter and summer temperatures.
The first report from the Czech Lands of a long and severe winter was that of A.D. 974/975, mentioned by the “Monk of Sázava” in his additions to the Kosmas Chronicle, which is accepted as the first historically credible source. Further reports come from the 1120s (cold winters 1122, 1123, mild winters 1124, 1126, warm summers 1122, 1123) with an increasing number of extreme seasons in the following centuries (Brázdil, Kotyza 1995). Such information is closely dependent on the sources available and is erratic, usually covering

4. Extreme winters and summers in the Czech Lands after A.D. 1500

The first report from the Czech Lands of a long and severe winter was that of A.D. 974/975, mentioned by the “Monk of Sázava” in his additions to the Kosmas Chronicle, which is accepted as the first historically credible source. Further reports come from the 1120s (cold winters 1122, 1123, mild winters 1124, 1126, warm summers 1122, 1123) with an increasing number of extreme seasons in the following centuries (Brázdil, Kotyza 1995). Such information is closely dependent on the sources available and is erratic, usually covering
certain particular time intervals. Better data coverage on extreme seasons for the Czech Lands can be obtained only from the 16th century onwards.

Extremely cold/mild winters and extremely cold/warm summers in the Czech Lands after A.D. 1500 are presented in Figure 3. All these extremes are projected onto the Central European temperature reconstruction (Dobrovolný et al. 2010), for several reasons. Firstly, annually resolved temperature reconstructions for the Czech Lands exist only from 1718 (Dobrovolný et al. 2009). Secondly, combination of the “national” index series at regional level is one method of overcoming the spatial and temporal heterogeneity and incompleteness of documentary data. Finally, the Central European temperature reconstruction was compiled from German, Swiss and Czech index series that significantly correlate between one another. This holds especially true for winter and, with the exception of the period around the 1750s, for summer as well (see Figure 6 in Dobrovolný et al. 2010).

Smoothed winter temperatures in Central Europe were lower compared to the mean of the 1961–1990 reference period for almost the whole period from A.D. 1500. This finding highlights the exceptionality of high winter temperatures in recent decades. Overall long-term winter temperature amplitude may be expressed as the difference between the warmest and the coldest temperatures found in series smoothed with 30-year running averages. The warmest 30-year winter period, 1973–2002, was 0.7 °C above the reference period. The coldest 30-year period occurred in the last third of the 16th century (1572–1601) with a mean temperature 1.8 °C below the reference period. Taking these 30-year means as a long-term average (“climatology”), the difference of 2.5 °C between them may be considered as a rough estimate of long-term temperature range from Little Ice Age climate to present global warming derived from documentary evidence.

According to the 5th and the 95th percentiles, 13 winters in the Czech temperature indices over the 1500–1854 period were classified as extremely cold and 12 winters as extremely mild. The number of negative and positive extremes over the instrumental period (1772–2007) is the same (11 seasons). Cold winters at the end of the 16th century occurred after a relatively long period of decreasing temperatures starting around the 1540s (Figure 3a). Decreasing winter temperatures are also typical for the end of the 17th century while an opposite positive trend occurred at the beginning of the 18th century. The cold spell around the end of the 17th century may be related to the late Maunder Minimum of solar activity (Eddy 1976). The same patterns occurred in the European temperature reconstruction (Luterbacher et al. 2004). However, neither in Central European temperature reconstruction nor in Czech extreme winters clear evidence can be found for the unusually warm 1730s and the extremely cold winter of 1740 documented in some series in north-western Europe (Jones, Briffa 2006). The only extremely mild winter in this period detected in Czech documentary data occurred in 1724. A cluster of both positive and negative extremes around the 1800s is – despite below-normal winter temperatures – rather related to a higher inter-annual variability.

Some features valid for winter temperatures can also be found for summer temperatures (Fig. 3b). Almost identical are the occurrences of the coldest (1569–1598) and the warmest (1978–2007) 30-year periods. However, as the variability of summer temperatures is generally lower, the difference between
them is only 1.6 °C. On the decadal scale, the most pronounced period of decreasing summer temperatures started at the 1540s and also covered the second half of the 16th century. A rising temperature trend from the cold 1690s to the 1720s is well expressed. The same is also true of recent warming in the last decades of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st centuries. Extremely warm summers detected in the last three decades of the Prague-Klementinum
series form the most distinct period of their higher occurrence. There are no negative summer extremes in the second half of the 20th century. Extremely cold summers in the instrumental period occurred in the 1800s–1820s (1809, 1813, 1816, 1821) and in the 1910s–1920s (1913, 1916, 1923). Altogether eight negative and ten positive summer extremes emerged from Czech documentary-based indices (1500–1854). The corresponding number of summer extremes defined in Prague-Klementinum series is 10 and 11 respectively (1771–2007).

The consistency of extreme seasons found in Czech documentary and instrumental data may be demonstrated for the overlapping period of 1771–1854. Altogether four extremely cold winters were defined in both sources (1784, 1799, 1830, 1841). Only winter 1838, indicated by measured temperatures, was not detected in Czech index series. However, the index –6 for this winter is only the threshold value and indicates a “very cold” character for this season. Slightly less agreement emerges in extremely mild winters, with three identical extremes in both data sets (1791, 1796, 1834). Winter 1794, defined as extremely mild in Prague measurements (deviation +3.4 °C), is partly underestimated in the index series (index 4). On the other hand, the extremity of the 1822 winter comes from documentary sources (index 5) while according to Prague temperatures it was not so mild (deviation +2.0 °C).

Compared to winter results, extreme summers detected in the two data sets give less agreement (Fig. 3b). There may be different reasons for this. One may be related to data quality. There are far more missing values in the summer index series compared with winter (see section 2). Further, different series of winter indices correlate better compared with summer index series. Finally, as discussed in section 5, winter temperature extremes in Central Europe usually impact upon larger areas than do summer temperature extremes. More summer extremes are to be found in the measured series. In terms of the documentary-based indices, there were no extremely warm summers and only two extremely cold summers (1785, 1844) in the overlapping period 1771–1854. The extremely cold summer of 1844 was also delimited in measured temperatures.

5. Discussion

5.1. Validation of Czech temperature extremes in the Central European context

The Czech extremes detected for the pre-instrumental period through documentary proxies may be validated against documentary-based indices from Switzerland (Pfister 1999) and Germany (Glaser 2008) and also partly against temperature indices from the Low Countries (Shabalova, van Engelen 2003). Whereas German and Swiss indices were derived using the same methodology as Czech indices, indices for the Low Countries used a similar 9-degree scale at seasonal level, but they were derived for different seasons: November–March for “winter” and May–September for “summer”.

Temperature indices for extreme winters and summers detected from Czech documentary data are summarized in Figure 4. Generally, there is a better agreement for negative winter extremes (Fig. 4b) compared to positive winter
anomalies in Central European documentary sources (Fig. 4a). All Czech extremely cold winters show negative temperature deviations in neighbouring countries and they range from $-2$ to $-9$ on a common scale. Extremity of mild winters is less expressed in documentary indices; it mostly reaches index value 7 on the 9-degree scale, with the warm winter 1607 in Switzerland (index 8) as the only exception. All selected mild winter seasons in Central European countries show positive anomalies. Less agreement follows from comparison of Central European index series with Low Countries data. However, most of the extremely mild winters in Czech Lands had a positive temperature anomaly in Low Countries. The most obvious difference in the evaluation of extremely mild winters concerns the 1506 winter, evaluated through Low Countries sources as rather cold.

Evaluation of Central European extremely warm (Fig. 4c) and extremely cold (Fig. 4d) summers gives very similar results and shows to some extent an “inverse” pattern in comparison with winters. Extremity is better expressed for warm summers than for cold ones. This is especially evident for Czech and German indices. The far larger number of differences in the evaluation of extreme summers in comparison with winters is related to the various factors responsible for their occurrence in Central Europe. While extremely cold/mild winters are more related to large-scale circulation patterns, summer extremes are to a greater extent conditioned by other effects as well, such as radiation. This is also related to the fact that summer temperature correlations between different places fall away with increasing separation distance much more quickly than do winter temperatures (see e.g. Fig. 5 in Dobrovolný et al. 2010).

Typical large-scale circulation patterns in the extreme winters and summers defined from Prague-Klementinum temperature series may be characterized with seasonal sea level pressure fields. Pressure fields were reconstructed as a $5 \times 5^\circ$ grid with a seasonal resolution by Küttel et al. (2009) for the period 1750–1849 and supplemented from the HadSLP2r database (Allan, Ansell 2006) for the remaining period (1850–2007). For each type of extreme (extremely cold/mild winter and extremely cold/warm summer), corresponding seasons were averaged and expressed as anomalies with respect to a 1961–1990 reference period. The significance of these anomalies was assessed by t-test, and regions of significant differences are marked with black dots in Figure 5.

Mean winter and summer sea level pressure (SLP) fields in Central Europe are characterized by relatively lower air pressure between the Azores High and the Asian High. The former high is more important in summer (Fig. 5d), the latter in winter (Fig. 5a). Pressure to the south and north of this belt decreases. During extremely cold winters (Fig. 5b) in the Czech Lands the position and intensity of the Icelandic Low correspond to its normal situation. Higher SLP values in north-eastern Europe, along with a decrease of pressure in Mediterranean, favour intensification of cold eastern airflow. For extremely mild winters (Fig. 5c), a decrease of pressure south-west of Europe is related to a weakening of Azores High and an increase of air pressure in northern Europe that favours a warm airflow. Moreover, we found that both the SLP decrease in the Mediterranean (cold winters, Fig. 5b) and the SLP decrease over the Atlantic (warm winters, Fig. 5c) are statistically significant.
Fig. 4 – Documentary-based temperature indices for extremely mild (a) and extremely cold (b) winters and extremely warm (c) and extremely cold (d) summers for the Czech Lands (CL), Germany (DE), Switzerland (CH) and the Low Countries (LC) in the period 1500–1854, x – missing index.
In extremely cold summers (Fig. 5e) there is an intensification of dipole pattern with above-normal sea level pressure values in the Azores area and a negative anomaly over Iceland. Such a pressure distribution means a positive phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation and an intensification of cold north-west airflow from the Atlantic Ocean to Central Europe. A clearly expressed positive SLP anomaly in Central Europe intensifying the influence of the Azores High is related to extremely warm summers (Fig. 5f). However, the SLP anomalies revealed in extreme summer seasons in Central Europe are not statistically significant (Fig. 5e, f).

In addition to typical sea level pressure patterns in extreme seasons, variability was also studied using maps of SLP standard deviations (not shown

Fig. 5 – Sea level pressure fields derived from Küttel et al. (2009) for the period 1750–1849 and from HadSLP2r (1850–2007): (a) winter (DJF) mean 1961–1990, (b) mean SLP anomalies for extremely cold Prague winters, (c) mean SLP anomalies for extremely mild Prague winters, (d) summer (JJA) mean 1961–1990, (e) mean SLP anomalies for extremely cold Prague summers, (f) mean SLP anomalies for extremely warm Prague summers. Reference period 1961–1990, units hPa. Black dots delimit areas where SLP anomalies are statistically significant at 95% significance level according to t-test.
Both cold and warm seasons are typified by higher variability over the Atlantic and suppressed variability in the region of Central Europe. This indicates that sea level pressure distribution within extremely cold/warm winter and summer seasons is very consistent in Central Europe.

Several extreme seasons detected in Czech index series and confirmed on the Central European scale may be related to volcanic forcing. For example, the extremely cold summer of 1816, often reported as “the year without a summer”, followed the 1815 Tambora eruption (Písek, Brázdil 2006; Fischer et al. 2007; Trigo et al. 2009). The extremely cold winter of 1784, after the Laki eruption, was also exceptional for the extraordinary floods that occurred all over Europe (Brázdil et al. 2010).

5.2. Specific features of temperature extremes derived from documentary data

Documentary evidence as a source of information on weather extremes and climate anomalies has its strengths and drawbacks. The high proportion of written reports related to extreme events has already been mentioned elsewhere (e.g. Pfister 1992; Brázdil et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2009). To some extent there is a trade-off between number of reports and percentage of extremes occurring in available sources; this is typical especially of the mediaeval period with its lower data density (Brázdil, Kotyza 1995). This may lead to a problem for climate reconstruction in that, by their very definition, extremes represent only the tails of the distribution of the proxy used and such incomplete information is insufficient for reconstruction. However, as presented by Rodrigo (2008), even the frequency of positive and negative extremes in index series may be used with success for rainfall reconstruction.

Documentary sources are the only evidence directly related to the socio-economic impacts and detailed description of individual events, and very often permit a precise picture of intensity, spatial extent and duration to be drawn up. On the other hand, temperature extremes are mostly referred to in subjective terms (e.g. when an author compares a current extreme with others that he has experienced) or indirectly (when the intensity of an extreme is inferred from its impacts). Both cases may be successfully managed as part of the process of data interpretation and indexing. However, the selection of any ordinal scale involves suppression of the variability of the target variable and does not allow a precise quantitative reconstruction, mainly of the most outstanding values. This feature of index series is also apparent in this study. The three most negative (1542, 1588, 1844) and the three most positive (1540, 1590, 1726) summer Czech indices have the same index value (–6 and +8 respectively), but their further ranking can be done only with the help of additional information (e.g. from neighbouring countries). The above-mentioned problems of lower variability are not crucial to what have become known as the (bio)physically-based proxies, which are related to such processes as the freezing of water or the melting of ice (Leijonhufvud et al. 2008, 2010) and/or the occurrence of certain phenophases (Chuine et al. 2004; Meier et al. 2007; Brázdil et al. 2008). Moreover, it is usually no problem to define a set of extreme seasons from index series that are spatially coherent and reflected in
other proxies, such as tree-rings (see e.g. Battipaglia et al. 2010). However, it may prove less easy to range such extremes quantitatively.

Reconstructed temperatures can be dependent on the method used for reconstruction. For example, linear regression methods generally suppress the variability and the final value is more reduced the more the real value deviates from the “normal”. This can be partly overcome by “composite plus scaling” methods that adjust variance of reconstructed temperatures to be identical to the variance of target temperatures in the overlapping period (Esper et al. 2005). Such scaling changes the variability of reconstructed series and has an effect on their amplitude. Underestimation of the amplitude is a common problem of all proxy-based reconstructions (Bürger 2007) and careful study of the variability of proxy-based reconstructions is required.

Documentary evidence is usually abundant for a number of centuries past, but with the steady spread of instrumental measurements some typical sources of descriptive documentary evidence disappear or historical climatologists stop collecting such data. This sometimes hampers the acquisition of a sufficiently long overlapping period between documentary data and target temperatures. Moreover, extremes might not be expressed at all in short calibration/verification periods.

6. Conclusions

This study demonstrates that both documentary and instrumental data can be successfully used for the detection of extremely cold/mild winters and extremely cool/warm summers in the Czech Lands over the past 500 years. As mentioned by Jones et al. (2009), important climatic features such as regionally very mild or cold winters and/or very warm or cool summers can be masked in global or hemispheric reconstructions that emphasize the importance of regional climate reconstructions and study of weather extremes and climate anomalies on a local and regional scale.

As follows from this paper, documentary data are especially valuable for detection of winter extremes, with better agreement with those derived from documentary and instrumental data. Less agreement for summers may be related to a lower documentary data density as well as weakly-pronounced large-scale circulation patterns and a more important role being played by meso-scale processes.

The most distinct cluster of extremely mild winters and warm summers in the last two decades can be considered as a piece of evidence of recent global warming on a regional scale. Analysis of sea-level pressure anomalies for the extreme seasons detected shows that most of seasonal extremes are related to large-scale circulation patterns over Europe. Because documentary data can be interpreted at monthly resolution in Central Europe for the last 500 years, there is a huge potential for using them further for verification of climate anomalies detected through natural proxies (e.g. Battipaglia et al. 2010).
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Současné globální oteplování je často spojováno se zvýšenou pravděpodobností výskytu meteorologických extrémů a klimatických anomálií. K jejich studiu je zapotřebí dlouhých meteorologických řad, které v případě teploty vzduchu začínají ve střední Evropě ve druhé polovině 18. století a pokrývají tak období zasílajícího antropogenního vlivu na klima. Přímá měření však chybějí z předchozího období, ve kterém byla variabilita klimatu podmíněna přírodními faktory. Pro toto období je ale možné využít řady nepřímých (tzv. proxy) údajů, které obsahují zpravidla zprostředkovanou informaci o počasí nebo podnebí. K nim náleží rovněž dokumentární prameny, s nimiž pracuje historická klimatologie a které ve zvýšené míře vyjadřují projevy meteorologických extrémů a klimatických anomálií.


Analýza výskytu zimních a letních teplotních extrémů na charakter cirkulace lze vyjádřit průměrným polem přízemního tlaku vzduchu v evropsko-atlantské oblasti (obr. 5a, d). Oproti normálu (1961–1990) jsou extrémně chladné zimy v českých zemích charakterizovány zvýšeným vlivem Asijské anticykly s přívozem chladného kontinentálního vzduchu (obr. 5b), zatímco pro extrémně mírné zimy je typický pokles tlaku vzduchu západně od Britských ostrovů s teplou advekcí (obr. 5c). Během extrémně chladných letních sezon zesiluje rozdíl mezi Azorskou tlakovou výší a tlakovou níží nad Islandem (obr. 5e), což vede k chladněmu severozápadnímu proudu do střední Evropy. Naproti tomu extrémně teplá léta se vyznačují vzestupem tlaku vzduchu nad střední Evropou (obr. 5f).

Analýza výskytu zimních a letních teplotních extrémů založená na zpracování dokumentárních pramenů a přístrojových měření z českých zemí přispívá k poznání jejich časové a prostorové variability ve střední Evropě za posledních 500 roků a nabízí možnosti jejich porovnání s dalšími proxy údaji.

Obr. 2 – Rozdělení zimních (a) a letních (b) teplotních indexů českých zemí (1500–1854) a průměrných zimních (c) a letních (d) teplot vzduchu Prahy-Klementina (1771–2007) vyjádřených v odchylkách od období 1961–1990. Černé kroužky značí teplotně extrémní sezóny vymezené podle 5. a 95. percentilu.


Obr. 4 – Teplotní indexy sestavené podle dokumentárních údajů pro extrémně mírné (a) a extrémně studené (b) zimy a extrémně teplé (c) a extrémně studené (d) léta pro české země (CL), Německo (DE), Švýcarsko (CH) a Nizozemsko (LC) v období 1500–1854. Symbol x značí chybějící indexy.
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